Best Free Parallax WordPress
Themes
Whether you are a beginner or an expert, you all want to make
your site attractive and powerful, isn’t it? So I think free
parallax themes are the best option to make your site cool.
It comes with several powerful and attractive features that
help you to customize your site in an elegant way. With its
parallax scrolling, your customization will be smooth and
interesting.
So today in this article I came with 10 best parallax
WordPress Themes and the best part is, all of these are free.
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Yes, you heard right, these 10 listed themes are free which
comes with several parallax effects. So get the best one for
you and make a beautiful website for your business or personal
use.
Here we go:

Wishful Theme
Wishful Blog is a very new theme for bloggers and magazine
users. They are free to use it for their website, Wishful is
modern, attractive, and interactive designed Free Parallax
Themes.
The theme can easily be used to create a news portal,
magazine, and personal blog using the modern blog theme.

Not only this, but the theme is also ready for all various
topics like Travel, Food, Fashion, Lifestyle, and many more.
Wishful Blog helps its users to gain a good rank in search
engine ranking with its speed and SEO optimized.

Features of Wishful Theme
Interactive, powerful and easy to use, Outstanding
Homepage Demo
WooCommerece, Contact Form 7, Page Builder Elementor
Gutenberg Compatible, Fully Responsive
RTL and Translation Ready
Fall back image option
Global menu color, Multiple Body Typography Options.
Can Enable and disable social links
Post & widget Typography Options
Content length options and many more

Neve
Neve is a free Gutenberg theme that is also compatible with
AMP and powerful page-builders. With its outstanding features,
you can give a stunning look to your website.
It comes with the awesome drag and drops options which helps
you to redesign the header and footer.

The best part about this theme is, it will give you full
control over your site so you can easily customize a powerful
and responsive website.

Features of Neve:
Comes with the single-page layout
Offers pricing tables
Responsive design
Compatibility with drag-and-drop page builders
Parallax and lazy loading effects
Lightweight features
SEO friendly
Built with multiple demos

Hestia
Hestia is one of the best parallax themes for any commercial
startups. It is built with several amazing features that will
help you to customize your site in an elegant way.
It is a multipurpose theme that is a perfect theme for all
types of business sites like small businesses, corporate
businesses, online agencies, and several other eCommerce
sites.

With its outstanding features, Hestia is able to get huge
popularity in a market. As the theme has a responsive layout,

your site looks great in all sizes of the screen.

Features of Hestia:
Eco-friendly features
Built with live Customizer
Responsive design
Comes with material UI Kit
Provides Widgetized footer
Compatible with WooCommerce
Integrated with drag-and-drop page builders

Shapely
Shapely is a multipurpose theme which will
website. With its stunning features, you
create a pixel-perfect website. If you
Shapely for your site, without any doubt
website with outstanding functionality.
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The theme comes with outstanding widgets with which you can
customize your website with an attractive look. Besides these
all, it is also integrated with the WooCommerce Plugin like
Jetpack, Gravity Forms, Contact Form 7, Yoast SEO, Google
Analytics by Yoast, and many more.

Features of Shapely:
Integrated with WooCommerce
Translation ready
Built with awesome fonts and icons
Provides unlimited and attractive color options
Responsive Page layout
Retina ready
One-page layout

ShopIsle
ShopIsle is easy to use and implement, so you don’t need an
expert to deal with it. Now even a layman can do it very well.
It allows you to customize your website with easy access.
While talking about its design, it is quite responsive and
user-friendly. It will make sure your site looks great even on
mobile or tablet.

ShopIsle will provide you a Social share button which is the
best option for increasing your audience. It is the best way
of keeping the top rank in the search engine.

Features of ShopIsle:
Built with Widgetized footer
Translation ready

Comes with Video ribbon
Offers full-screen slider
WooCommerce ready theme
Responsive design
Compatible with easy contact form

Integral
Integral is one of the simple, responsive, and elegant themes.
It comes with several excellent and creative feature which
help you to customize your website in an attractive way. The
theme is perfect for websites for creatives, agencies, and
businesses.

As the theme comes with an easy-to-use theme options panel, it
allows you to configure your website with easy access. Not
only that, as the Integral theme is translation ready, now you
can translate it any language you want.

Features of Integral:
Comes with Smooth parallax effect
Fully responsive layout
WooCommerce compatibility
Built with 5 custom widget sections
Integrated with Contact Form 7 and newsletter forms
Call-to-action block

Moesia
Moesia, one of the striking business themes helps you to build
an impressive online presence.
It comes with 11 pre-defined blocks so you can choose any of
it and make your site customization more beautiful. With each
homepage background.

You will get a parallax background image with attractive
colors. Moesia is really an amazing theme with several wow
elements like Google Fonts, two types of layouts for the blog
page, cool animations and effects, a parallax header, and much
more.

Features of Moesia:
Designed with best practices
powerful Theme Customizer
crowd with parallax backgrounds

more than 600 fonts
full-screen header image
100% translation ready
Integrated with social icons

Parallax One
Parallax One is one of the best free parallax themes which
comes with several amazing theme option. It comes with
professional design, beautiful header modules, and areas along
with testimonials.

The highlight of this theme is its pre-built modules. So you
need to choose any of them and just need to fill your business
information. In this way, you complete site customization with
easy access.

Features of Parallax One:
Responsive design
pre-built modules
unlimited number of colors to choose
the overlaying text and button
easy customization

Venture Lite
If you are searching for a free theme with effective parallax
features, then Venture lite will be the best choice for you.
It is an amazing one-page theme that helps you to create an
attractive look for your site.

Venture Lite is a perfect theme for creative agencies, small
businesses, freelancers, and larger, established companies. It
will help you to create a powerful website like any
professional.
Because of its responsive layout, now your user can visit your
site even with their mobile. Even there they will get an
attractive layout.

Features of Venture Lite:
beautiful one page WordPress theme
comes with parallax elements
generate a more creative outlook for your business
responsive layout
comes with modern, flat and minimal form
organized and clean

AccessPress Parallax
AccessPress Parallax is one of the powerful themes created
with a clean and clear code. It comes with an attractive
layout that will help you to create a beautiful website. It

has a quick response to its database which helps you to make
your site responsive.

One of the best parts of AccessPress Parallax is its header
which includes an area to customize a featured slider.
With its advanced post settings, you can make your site SEO
optimized and can get top SEO rank.

Features of AccessPress Parallax:
solid coding
beautiful frontend designs
a decent number of quality reviews
parallax header
boost your SEO
Google Maps integration

Himalayas
Himalayas is a stunning parallax theme that comes with several
wow elements. In spite of being a free theme, it offers
several premium features for your site.

It comes with attractive logo areas where you can upload your
brand image to make your brand powerful. It is suitable for
small businesses, portfolios, freelancers, and photography
studios.
Along these all, it also comes with a standard navigational
button to improve the overall guidance system.

Features of Himalayas:
beautiful logo area
standard navigational button
offers parallax effects
translation ready
full-width header

Conclusion
Finally, we completed our listed free parallax themes. Each of
them offers multiple elegant features that will make your
website stunning and give it a professional look. Now it is
very easy for everyone to build their website with this theme
as it comes with well-detailed documentation.
You can refer to any documentation whether in video or written
format whichever you like. Even beginners can get a
professional website with its powerful and easy to use
features.

I hope this article will be helpful to you. You can send us
your review and queries regarding these themes in our comment
section. We make sure all of your queries are answered.

